Electronic Festival  Zebra Puzzle
The five biggest DJs in the world are going to play in an electronic music festival, each one in a
specific stage. They are side by side waiting to play. Find out their nationalities, hobbies and which
genre they play.
Shirt: black, blue, green, red, white

Stage: Arcadia, Asgard, Shangrila, Valhalla, Xibalba

Nationality: American, Canadian, Dutch, French,
Scottish

Age: 25 years, 30 years, 35 years, 40 years, 45 years
Hobby: camping, juggling, painting, singing, surfing

Genre: drum and bass, dubstep, EDM, house, trance
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 The Scottish is somewhere to the left of the DJ
wearing the White shirt.

 At the middle is the DJ who is going to play on the
Asgard stage.

 At the fourth position is the DJ who is going to play
on the Arcadia stage.

 The one who plays Trance is next to the one who
plays Dubstep.

 The 30 years old DJ is at the first position.

 The Canadian is exactly to the left of the DJ who likes
Juggling.

 The DJ that plays EDM is exactly to the right of the
Canadian.
 The one who likes Painting is next to the DJ who
plays Dubstep.
 The DJ wearing the Black shirt is somewhere between
the Scottish and the Dubstep player, in that order.

 The DJ whose hobby is Singing is exactly to the right
of the DJ wearing the Black shirt.
 The DJ in his Midthirties is next to the DJ who is into
Juggling.
 The 40 years old DJ is at the fourth position.

 The French DJ is next to the one wearing the Blue
shirt.

 The 40 years old DJ is somewhere between the Dutch
and the youngest DJ, in that order.

 At one of the ends is the DJ that likes Camping.

 The DJ wearing Blue is somewhere to the left of the
DJ who is going to play on the Xibalba stage.

 The DJ who is going to play on the Asgard stage is
wearing the Blue shirt.
 The one that likes Painting is somewhere between the
DJ wearing Green and the DJ wearing Blue, in that
order.

 The one who enjoys Surfing is going to play on the
Valhalla stage.
 The DJ wearing the Red shirt is somewhere to the
right of the French.

 At the fifth position is the DJ who plays Drum and
bass.

play more zebra puzzles on brainzilla.com/zebrapuzzles

